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Using grounded theory, we examined a "defender" and
a "prospector" bank's strategic adaptation to the Community Redevelopment Act across seven years during
which they were under increasing regulatory pressure to
comply. The interplay of institutional, organizational, and
strategic issue context patterns led the defender to an
aborted adaptation and the prospector to a reorientation.
Each demonstrated a different form of resistance to demands for compliance to the act: identity resistance
(change inconsistent with organizational identity) and virtuous resistance (change not needed since already part
of the bank's identity). We observed both incremental
and punctuated equilibrium change modes, though only
incremental change was sustained. Institutional isomorphism and organizational performance exerted counterintuitive pressures for initiating and sustaining change.
Drawing on our results, we develop propositions on organizations' adaptations to change.'
Do organizationsexhibit different processes of change in response to a pressing institutionalissue, and if so, how and
why does this occur? In spite of the ubiquityof research on
change, the when, how, and why aspects are not at all clear.
Van de Ven (1992) and Huff, Huff,and Thomas (1992) argued that we know very little about the order and sequence
of events or activities that describe how things change over
time, how organizationsadapt to environmentalchanges,
and whether these events or activities will lead to secondorder change, in which the system itself changes, or to
more modest first-orderchange, which occurs within the
system itself.
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Change is the movement away from a present state toward
a future state (George and Jones, 1995). The popularityof
studies on changes labeled second order,framebreaking,or
radicalmight lead the casual readerto believe that these are
the norm. Several authors have chronicledsuch changes as
responses to environmentalupheavals (e.g., Hrebiniakand
Joyce, 1985; Meyer, Brooks,and Goes, 1990; Meyer, Goes,
and Brooks, 1994; Millerand Friesen, 1980a, 1980b). Still
other studies have described such changes in terms of cuspcatastrophe models (e.g., Gresov, Haveman,and Oliva,
1993) or by observing such changes in the organization's
strategic orientation(Zajacand Shortell, 1989), structure
(Meyer and Rowan, 1977), organizationalidentity(Duttonand
Dukerich,1991; Dutton, Dukerich,and Harquail,1994), or
even in the cognitive maps of top-level managers (Barr,
Stimert,and Huff, 1992).
More substantialresearch suggests, however, that secondorder change, a shift from one strategic orientationto another (cf. Greenwood and Hinings,1988), is atypicaleven in
times of environmentalupheaval(Tushmanand Romanelli,
1985). Authors have noted, for example, that organizations
typicallyconverge arounda prevailingarchetype:strategic
orientationand inertiatend to bound the organizational
change to that which is consistent with the archetype, representing first-orderchange. Empirically,Meyer and his colleagues (Meyer, Brooks,and Goes, 1990; Meyer, Goes, and
Brooks, 1994) found that second-orderchange occurredonly
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about 30 percent of the time, in spite of substantialupheaval
in their organizationsof study. In spite of its ubiquity,there
appears to be a pejorativeconnotationto the study of firstorder change. Perhaps because terms such as incrementalism, inertia,status quo, or even driftare often associated
with it, its study appears to be out of fashion. For us, the
literature'sprevailingemphasis on second-orderchange, accompanied by a relativelack of emphasis on first-order
change in response to environmentalupheaval,substantially
contributesto the dearth of informationindicatedabove.
Our research is an attempt to present a more balanced perspective. Ratherthan emphasizingsecond-orderchange in
response to pressing institutionalforces, we focus on understanding how the interplaybetween the forces that resist or
inhibitchange and the forces that push the organizationto
change play out in differingprocesses of adaptationinvolving
first-orderchange. Ouremphasis is on first-orderadaptive
changes in two organizations,each with a differentstrategic
orientation,as they respond to a majorinstitutionalissue
over a seven-year period.We contrast the first-order,withinstrategic-orientationadaptationpatterns of two banks with
different but relativelystable strategic orientationas they
responded to majorchanges mandated in the bankingindustry by the CommunityReinvestment Act (CRA)of 1977 (revised 1989 and 1990), an act passed to address the problem
of banks discriminatingagainst certainareas in their communities.
THEORETICAL
BACKGROUND
Tracks as Modes of Adaptation
Accordingto Greenwood and Hinings(1993), organizational
structures and management systems are best understood as
design archetypes or holistic patterns. These "patternsare a
function of the ideas, beliefs, and values-the components
of an 'interpretativescheme' (Ranson, Hinings,and Greenwood, 1980)-that underpinand are embodied in organizational structures and systems. A design archetype is thus a
set of structures and systems that reflects a single interpretative scheme" (Greenwoodand Hinings,1993: 1052). To
understandthe interplayof sequences or events through
which organizationsadapt to changes in their environment,
Greenwood and Hinings(1988, 1993) introducedthe concept
of change tracks. Forthem, the most importantfact about
organizationsis change. Thus, Hiningsand Greenwood
(1988: 192) argued: "Because organizationsare conceptualized as archetypes, tracks are configurationsof interpretive
decouplingand recouplingarisingfrom the loss or retention
of structuralcoherence and the displacement or stabilityof
underpinninginterpretiveschemes." They maintainthat all
organizationsgenerate tracks as they move throughtime,
and these tracks reveal whether and how the organizations
change. Tracksreveal the degree to which organizationseither move from the constrainingassumptions of a given archetype, for example, their strategic orientation,and assume
the characteristicsof an alternativeone or remainwithinthe
assumptions and parametersof a given archetype over time.
Tracksmay be seen as combinationsof cognitions and behaviors.
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Hiningsand Greenwood (1988) suggested four potential
tracks throughwhich organizationsdecouple and recouple
their interpretivescheme from the structures and processes
of organizationaldesign. Firstis an "abortedexcursion,"
which involves a temporaryand limiteddeparturefrom structuralcoherence. The movement away from the underlying
archetype, however, is eventuallyfollowed by a returnto the
initialarchetype. Second is a "reorientation"track,by which
an organizationleaves one type of archetype and ultimately
moves to another. Second-orderchange is a type of reorientation track.While some reorientationsmay be linearin progression, oscillatingor delayed patterns also may be observed, and reorientationsneed not follow a pattern
described in cusp-catastropheterms as punctuatedequilibrium,in which sudden, discontinuousshifts occur, followed
by convergence arounda framework(Tushmanand Romanelli, 1985; Gresov, Haveman,and Oliva,1993). Rather,
reorientationscan be achieved through incrementalsteps'
The thirdtrackis an "unresolvedexcursion." FollowingRanson, Hinings,and Greenwood (1980), Hiningsand Greenwood (1988) noted that organizationsoften get locked into
competing battles between different interpretiveschemes.
Unresolved excursions involve movement from a coherent
archetype without attaininga reorientation.The fourthtrack,
"inertia,"involves the retentionof the existing design archetype. As Starbuck,Greve, and Hedberg (1978) argued, the
most likelyresponse to environmentalchanges, even ones
that create a crisis for the organization,is to retainits current
values and structuralmodes. Thus, change inconsistent with
the prevailinginterpretativescheme will be nonexistent or
suppressed.
Why Similarities or Differences in Modes of First-order
Change Emerge
There are several reasons for expecting either similaror different modes of adaptationto emerge in differentorganizations. An organizationmay follow similarmodes of adaptation because of coercive, mimetic, or normativepressures to
remainlegitimate (DiMaggioand Powell, 1983). Coercive isomorphismoccurs if an organization'sresponses resemble
those of other organizationsdue to mandates by institutional
regulation.Mimetic isomorphismexists if an organization
copies characteristicsof other organizations'processes that
are perceived to be successful in an uncertaininstitutional
context. Finally,normativeisomorphismhappens if an organization'sadaptationreflects the professionalizationand normative structurethat exists within the institutionalcontext
(Levittand Nass, 1989). Thus, the institutionalcontext can
serve to constrainthe interests and activities of organizations; resultingin similarpatterns of organizationaladaptation
among them.
Greenwood and Hinings(1993) noted that organizationshave
biographiesthat affect how they respond to change. One
way in which these biographiesare reflected is in their identities. ForAlbertand Whetten (1985), identitydescribes what
is central,distinctive,and enduringabout an organization.
Dutton, Dukerich,and Harquail(1994) suggested that it is
importantto distinguishbetween how members perceive
themselves (identity)and how members thinkothers per89/ASQ, March 1998

ceive them (construedexternal identityor image). Also, for
us, and consistent with Markusand Nurius(1986) and Gioia
and Thomas (1996), identityand image have a temporalorientation of past (who we used to be), present (who we are
now), and envisioned (who we want to become). Furthermore, we assume that while organizationalmembers can
envision a negative identityand image, they aspire to a positive identityand image. Priorresearch (Duttonand Dukerich,
1991; Elsbachand Kramer,1996; Gioiaand Thomas, 1996)
has shown that both identityand image influence organizational adaptation.
A second way organizations'biographiesare reflected is in
their strategic orientation.Miles and Snow's (1978) typology
of strategic orientationsis consistent with Greenwood and
Hinings'(1988) design archetype notion in that it includes
the ideas, beliefs, and values or ideologies concerningwhat
an organizationshould be doing, how it should be doing it,
how it should be evaluated, and how these what and how
aspects should be reflected in structures and processes. We
found Miles and Snow's (1978) typology to be particularly
appropriatefor our study and were especially interested in
their prospectorand defender strategic orientationsas ways
to differentiatethe two banks ultimatelyselected for study.
Prospectorsare dynamicorganizationswith broadproduct
lines that focus on productinnovationand marketopportunities. They tend to emphasize creativityover efficiency. Prospectors adapt to their environmentby using high levels of
scanning to identifyopportunitiesfor developing new products or markets that are criticalto their success. Structurally,
prospectors are organic,with low levels of formalizationand
specialization,but high levels of decentralization.Compared
with prospectors, defenders are less dynamicand focus on
efficiency in their existing operation.Structurally,they are
more mechanistic, formalized,centralized,and specialized
than prospectors (Miles and Snow, 1978; Daft and Weick,
1984; Doty, Glick,and Huber,1993).
Defenders and prospectors also tend to differ in the way
they act on information(Hambrick,1982), their adaptationto
environmentaljolts (Meyer, 1982), and in responses to strategic issues involvingnew technologies (Ginsbergand Venkatraman,1992). These differences suggest that prospectors
generallyare more responsive to changes in their environment and open to change; change should thus come easier
and requireless coercion from their institutionalenvironment. Finally,these strategic orientationsshould serve as an
interpretivescheme throughwhich environmentalchange is
processed and acted upon, resultingin different patterns of
adaptation(cf. Gioiaand Thomas, 1996).
Prerequisites for Studying First-orderChange
In additionto the recommendationsmade by Pettigrew
(1992) for studying process issues in organizations,we believe there are three prerequisitesfor studying processes of
first-orderchange. First,the organizationmust be facing an
environmentalchange that requiresan organizationalresponse that is nontrivial.Such an environmentalchange is
often referredto as a strategic issue. Strategic issues represent potentiallyimportantdevelopments that, in the minds
90/ASQ, March 1998
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of organizationaldecision makers, are likelyto influence an
organization'sabilityto achieve its objectives (Ansoff, 1980;
Dutton, 1983). They represent potentialproblems, opportunities, and threats that activate and focus organizationalattention toward the future (Ansoff, 1975; Grantand King,1982;
Dutton and Duncan, 1987). They often arise out of a gap between an organization'sperformanceand the publicexpectations of that performance(Post, 1978) and frequentlyare
laden with ambiguityand informationalinsufficiency(Ansoff,
1975; Dutton, 1983). Second, any study of change should
adopt a multilevelperspective that simultaneouslyexamines
the institutionaland organizationalcontexts within which
change occurs. Despite calls for such an orientation(e.g.,
Millerand Friesen, 1984; Gersick, 1991; Pettigrew, 1992),
relativelyfew empiricalstudies have used a multilevelperspective (for notable exceptions, see Ginsbergand Venkatraman, 1992; Gioiaand Thomas, 1996; Meyer, Brooks,and
Goes, 1990; Meyer, Goes, and Brooks, 1994; Thomas, "
Shankster,and Mathieu,1994). Greenwood and Hinings
(1993) suggested that ignoringa multilevelperspective results in a lack of understandingof how change is embedded
in and affected by its institutionaland temporalcontext.
Withoutexaminingthe patterns of changes in the institutional environmentconcurrentlywith changes within the organization,understandingthe potentialcause of different
modes of organizationaladaptationis limited. Finally,there
must be evidence that the organizationdid not adapt to the
environmentalchange by undergoinga second-orderchange.
Such second-orderchanges, while not the norm, are not uncommon, as suggested by Zajacand Shortell(1989) and
Zajacand Kraatz(1993).
Context of the Study
In this study, we investigated patterns of change over a
seven-year period in two banks in response to the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA).Accordingto local bankingexperts, the CRAis an extremely importantregulatoryissue
affecting U.S. banks (Hogwood, 1990). The CRAsought to
address the problemof banks discriminatingagainst certain
areas in their communities. That discriminationinvolvednot
makingloans to individualslivingin areas considered as high
risk in terms of loan repayment, regardless of the individual's
credit-worthiness.The legislationmandatedthat banks conduct business consistent with the needs of the broadmarkets they set out to serve. Banks were requiredto determine the credit needs of their communityand not
discriminateagainst any so-called red-linedareas considered
high risk in terms of loan repayment. Implementationmechanisms consisted of regulatorsusing 12 specific assessment
factors to monitorthe banks' documentationof their compliance efforts. These factors covered three broadcategories:
documentationeffort, marketingeffort, and effort involving
the community.Among other penalties for noncompliance,
regulatorswere empowered to prohibitgrowth in a bank's
branchbankingactivities. Since July 1, 1990, publicdisclosure of banks' CRAratings has been required.Over time,
the importanceof this issue has increased for all banks because of demands for comprehensive documentationof
compliance efforts, publicdisclosure of CRAratings,and in91/ASQ, March 1998

creased communityinterest (Hogwood, 1990). Because of
its importance,this act served as this study's strategic issue
focus.
We studied response to the issue at three levels of analysis:
the organizations'institutionalsetting, where the issue originated; the organizationallevel, where structures and roles
were changed; and the strategic issue level, where the issue
was interpretedand processed. As previouslymentioned,
one bank demonstrated a defender archetype or strategic
orientation,while the other demonstrated a prospectororientation. We examined each bank's patternof change in terms
of the first-orderchange track it evidenced. A comparisonof
tracks revealed the way in which each organizationadapted
to its environment,within a given strategic orientation,and
is consistent with the holisticarguments of Greenwood and
Hinings(1988, 1993). We then used these findings to provide theoretical insights and develop a numberof propositions.
METHODOLOGY
Phase 1:Getting Started
Institutional context. The institutionalcontext of strategic
issue processing describes the largerenvironmentin which
support and interest in strategic issues are facilitated,sustained, or constrained(Dutton, 1989). The bankingindustry
was chosen for study because the passage of the CRAprovided a unique opportunityto study how organizations
adapted over time to a majorchange in their institutionalenvironment. In addition,deregulation,new regulation,mergers
and acquisitions,and new products have led to continuous
and discontinuous change (Harafand Kushmeider,1987;
Wooldridgeand Floyd, 1990). Therefore,the bankingindustry
as a whole is facing extreme challenges to its profitability
(Sheshunoff, 1987). Furthermore,Meyer, Goes, and Brooks
(1994) argued that single industrystudies allow a comparison of a uniformset of exogenous changes. Consistent with
Dutton (1993), we operationalizedthe institutionalcontext in
terms of domain,form, and criteria.Domainrelates to the
prescribedinstitutionalsphere of strategic issue activityengaged in, here, the bankingindustryand its regulators.Form
describes what the standardinstitutionalresponse to the
issue is like. The AmericanBankingAssociation offered
workshops to bankersfor dealing with the CRA,though individualresponses were unique. The criteriacomponent describes how success is defined in the institutionalcontext
for dealing with the strategic issue. Here, it was passing the
bank regulators'CRAreview.
Organizational context. LikeDutton (1983) and Dutton and
Ottensmeyer (1987), we operationalizedthe organizational
context in terms of ideology/structures,enacted environment, and strategy-where strategic details are considered,
consistent with the organization'soverallstrategic orientation
and the strategic issue content in question. Our concern was
with how decision makingtakes place in the organization,
especially with regardto strategic issues.
Interms of the selection of organizationsfor the study, we
initiallycontacted banks that at one time or another had
92/ASQ, March 1998
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been involvedwith a majorsouthwestern university'sschool
of banking.After interviewingseveral chief executive officers
(CEOs),we decided to focus on those banks that had comprehensive archivaldocumentationand top managers who
were familiarwith their bank's operations since the CRAhad
been passed. Discussions with bankerssuggested that the
periodfor this study should be narrowedto 1984-1990 to
ensure reliableand complete documentation.Manyfelt that
archivaldata would be incomplete for their bank priorto
1984. Furthermore,ease of entry and access, as well as
geographicalproximity(to minimizesocioeconomic differences between banks' communities),were importantconsiderations. Seven banks met these criteria.
The decision was made to reduce the numberof sites to
enhance comparability,depth, and qualityof data collected,
as recommended by Berg and Smith (1988) and Eisenhardt
(1989). As detailed below, two banks were ultimatelychow
sen, each with a differentbut stable strategic orientation.
The first bank, hereafter identifiedas the defender bank,
was state charteredand followed a defender strategy. The
second bank,the prospector bank,was federallychartered
and followed a prospectorstrategy (Miles and Snow, 1978).
Both banks were multibranchbanks located in West Texas.
Duringthe period under study, 1984-1990, in terms of deposits, the prospector bankwas numberone in local market
share, and the defender bankwas initiallynumberthree.
When the second-largest bankfailed in 1988, however, the
defender bank became numbertwo in size. While the specific agencies responsible for CRAadministrationand the
accompanyinginstitutionalpressures differ somewhat between state- and federallycharteredbanks, it was the pressure per se and not the source that was crucialfor this
study. Furthermore,a former member of the FederalReserve Bankof Dallas indicatedthat there is typicallyas much
intra-agencydifference as interagencydifference in administering the CRA.
Strategic issue context. The issue context includes the immediate conditionsthat surroundthe fashioningof a strategic issue, and Dutton (1993) suggested that three dimensions are importantin describingit: first, how issues are
identified,e.g., as a low or high priorityissue; second, how
issues are interpreted,e.g., requiresminimumtechnical
compliance or explicitcompliance procedures;and finally,
how issues are responded to, e.g., as a problemor an opportunity.The issue context we studied was compliance
with the CRA.
Grounded theory processual approach. This study delineates processual patterns of change at the institutional,organizational,and strategic issue level of each bankacross time
as each attempted to deal with the same strategic issue imposed by the U.S. FederalReserve System. Consistent with
a multileveltheoreticalapproach,and Duttonand Ottensmeyer's (1987) discussion of strategic issue diagnosis, actions of regulatorswere mapped onto perceptions held by
each bank's top managers. These perceptions, in turn, were
mapped onto each bank's responses. The interplayof these
responses was then used to form tracks of organizational
adaptation(cf. Hiningsand Greenwood, 1988).
93/ASQ, March 1998

Since it is currentlyunclearhow strategic issue processing
occurs across organizationsand across time, a processual
groundedtheory approachis an appropriatemethodology for
studying first-orderchange and for developing theoretical
insights (see Eisenhardt,1989; Ropo, 1989; Patton, 1990).
FollowingGlaserand Strauss (1967), Eisenhardt(1989), Yin
(1989), Huntand Ropo (1995, 1997), and Ropo and Hunt
(1994), this investigationwas oriented toward grounded
theory concepts focusing on the temporaldimension of organizationalsettings, while investigatinga contemporaryphenomenon within its real-lifecontext when the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clear.
Instead of using Glaser's (1992) approachto grounded
theory, in which the researcherengages the subject without
pre-existingideas or frameworks,we adopted Strauss and
Corbin's(1990) approach,which allows for use of existing
theory to guide the research (Locke, 1996). We drew on ex-,
isting ideas from the literatureson strategic management
and organizationtheory. Forexample, initiallywe were heavily influenced by the work of Duttonand her associates (e.g.,
Duttonand Dukerich,1991; Dutton and Ottensmeyer, 1987),
as well as that of Greenwood and Hinings(1988), and Isabella (1990). In examiningthe interplaymentioned above, not
unexpectedly, findings and theoretical implicationsemerged
from this groundedtheory that were not anticipatedor were
the
more importantthan anticipated.Such was particularly
case for organizationalidentityand image.
Sample selection. Giventhe previous arguments, it was
necessary to select banks that best fit Miles and Snow's defender and prospectorstrategic orientationcategories and
whose strategic orientationdid not change duringthe time
periodof the study, to provideevidence that the banks had
not adapted to the environmentalchange by undergoinga
second-orderchange. In selecting these banks, we administered a questionnairebased on Miles and Snow's (1978)
work, refined and validatedby Doty (1990), Doty and Glick
(1994), and Doty, Glick,and Huber(1993). This questionnaire,adapted from Doty (1990), was used to measure the
extent to which each bank conformed to Miles and Snow's
categories, since, following Doty and associates, we recognized that any given organizationwould not be a "pure"
type. Doty and Glick(1994: 236) argued that when measuring typologies, "the quantitativemodel must capture the
similarityof real organizationsto one or more of the ideal
types."
The questionnairewas administeredto four managers at or
above the vice-presidentlevel from each of seven competing
banks, as well as three finance professors associated with
the Southwest School of Bankingwho were familiarwith
each of the banks. Each respondent was asked to rate the
degree to which a particularbank correspondedto a description of a bankfollowing a prospector,defender, analyzer,or
reactorstrategy. Respondents used a 7-pointscale, on
which 1 = "Not at all," 4 = "To some extent," and 7 = "To a
great extent." We asked the respondents to describe each
of the seven banks for 1984 and 1990, the two years which
priordiscussions with bankers had suggested should bracket
94/ASQ, March 1998
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this study. Descriptions of the defender and prospector strategies we used are as follows:
[Defender:] This bankattempts to locate and maintaina secure
niche in a relativelystable productor service area. The organization
tends to offer a more limitedrange of productsor services than its
competitors and it tries to protect its domain by offering higher
quality,superiorservice, lower prices, and so forth.This bank is at
the forefrontof developments in the industry-it tends to ignore
changes that have no direct influenceon currentareas of operation
and concentrates instead on doing the best job possible in a limited
productor service area.
[Prospector:]This banktypicallyoperates within a broadproductmarketdomainthat undergoes periodicredefinition.The bankvalues being "first in" in new productand marketareas even if not all
of these efforts prove to be highlyprofitable.The bank responds
rapidlyto early signs concerningareas of opportunity,and these
responses often lead to a new roundof competitive action. However, this bankdoes not attempt to maintainmarketstrength iQall
of the areas that it enters.
The first author collected the data in June 1990. Following
Doty (1990) and Doty and Glick (1994), we used the questionnaire data to classify each of the seven banks in terms of
their relative standings in 1984 and 1990 on Miles and
Snow's (1978) typology. Also, following Snow and Hambrick
(1980), for any given bank, we used only the responses from
top managers at competing banks and from the finance professors for classifying that bank (N = 27). To do otherwise
would confound intended with realized strategies. It was
easier for respondents to determine each bank's realized
strategies exhibited over time, as revealed through the
bank's actions (see Snow and Hambrick, 1980).
We selected one relatively pure defender bank and one relatively pure prospector bank based on Doty's Pureness Scale,
which allows for the extent to which an organization fits a
given type. The Pureness Scale indicates the ratio of the extent to which one ideal type (e.g., defender) characterizes an
organization compared with the extent to which each of the
other three ideal-type descriptions characterize that organization (e.g., prospector, analyzer, reactor). The higher the pureness score, the greater the extent to which a bank was perceived to be an example of a realized strategy type. For a
sample of 109 organizations, Doty found a mean pureness
score of 46 percent for defenders and 36 percent for prospectors. The highest rated banks in our sample that also
were most similar in terms of asset size and other characteristics had scores of 40 and 46 percent for defender in 1984
and 1990 and 45 and 44.5 percent for prospector in 1984
and 1990.
Phase II:Conducting the Case Study
Interviews. The first author conducted interviews, typically
lasting one to two hours. These were tape recorded, and
printed verbatim transcripts were given to the interviewees
for corrections and adjustments. Multiple informants were
interviewed concerning each event. Those interviewed were
as follows: four executives from each bank responsible for
compliance efforts; one external board member from each
bank concerning top management aspects; a representative
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partmentof Banking(TSDB),Office of the Controllerof the
Currency(OCC),and the FederalDeposit InsuranceCorporation (FDIC)-and representativesof community interest
groups from predominantlylower-middleclass neighborhoods, e.g., BlackChamberof Commerce. A list of informants and sample interviewquestions is shown in table 1.
A complete interviewguide is availablefrom the first author.
Other sources of evidence. Documents, archivalrecords,
and the first author's personal observations were collected
to corroborateand augment evidence from interviews and
other sources (Yin,1989). Printeddocuments and records
from banks, regulatoryagencies, and communitygroups
were used for verification,inquiry,and drawinginferences
about strategy, structure,and process. Table 2 lists the
Table 1
Interviewees and Sample Interview Guide for Bankers, Regulators, and Community Leaders
Respondents

Interview guide

Illustrativequestions

Issue identification

How great do you perceive the time
pressure in workingon CRAcompliance?
Has this changed since 1984? How?

Issue interpretation

Whattypes of informationdo you need
in the course of resolvingCRA?Where
do you get this information?

Issue response

What alternatives,if any, are being
consideredfor resolvingthe CRAissue?

Issue identification

How great do you perceive the time
pressure in workingon CRAcompliance?
Has this changed since 1984? How?

Issue interpretation

Whattypes of informationdo you need
in the course of resolvingCRA?Where
do you get this information?

Issue response

What alternatives,if any, are being
consideredfor resolvingthe CRAissue?

Generalperceptions

Why do you thinkthe banks in this area
complywith CRA?

Generalperceptions

How do you thinkbanks in this area
could improvetheir responsiveness to
CRAand their obligationto serving
the community'sneeds?
(Do they need any improvement?)

Banks
Defender
CEO/president
Executivevice president
Loanofficer;senior vice president
Complianceofficer
Marketingofficer;vice president
Externalboardmember
Formercomplianceofficer

Prospector
CEO/president
Executivevice president
Loanofficer;senior vice president
Complianceofficer
Marketingofficer;senior vice president
Externalboardmember

Regulatory agencies
Defender
Texas State Departmentof Banking:
regionaldirector
Office of the Comptrollerof the Currency:
nationalbankexaminer
FederalDeposit InsuranceCorporation:
state bankexaminer
Community agencies
City:communitydevelopment director

HispanicChamberof Commerce:
President;chair,Economic
DevelopmentCommittee
BlackChamberof Commerce:
President/founder
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sources. This materialwas collected to the point of theoretical saturation,when no new insights were gained (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967). Between the two banks, a total of more
than 200 documents were analyzed,and this analysis was
supplemented with the interviewer'sobservations from site
visits.
Data analysis. Because proceduresfor analyzingdata from
case studies of this type are not yet firmlyestablished in the
literature,procedures were designed especially for this
study, based on an integrationof case research and related
methodologies (e.g., Miles and Huberman,1984; Hinings
and Greenwood, 1988; Van de Ven, 1988; Eisenhardt,1989;
Ropo, 1989). Figure1 shows the flow chartfor data analysis.
A detailed descriptionof each procedureis availablefrom
the first author.
Data obtained from documentation,interviews, and observations were put into various displays, as advocated by Miles
and Huberman(1984), and then were coded duringthe data
collection phase accordingto organizationschemes (e.g.,
Table 2
Additional Sources of Evidence, 1984-1990
Source
Bank documents and records
Annual reports (1984-1990)

Employee handbooks
Records of advertising
Personnel records
Product and service fee schedules
Organizational charts
Board minutes
Deposit and loan statements
HMDA Mortgage Loan
Disclosure Statements
Community involvement questionnaires
Other
Industry and regulatory agency
documents and records
Banking textbooks
Banking journals
Community Reinvestment Act (1977)
Community Reinvestment Act tape
Uniform interagency guidelines
American Bankers' Association
training video tape
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery,
and Enforcement Act of 1989
CRA evaluation formats/procedures
Community group documents
Membership information
Membership directories

Evidence
Financial standing
Scope of activities
Strategic plans
Environmental perceptions
Officers/board members
Mission statements
Philosophies
Image/identity
Number of employees
Products/services offered
Structure of organization
CRA-related policy discussions
Deposits and loans
Amount/types of loans made
Community involvement
CRA-related documentation

General information on
banking/finance/regulatory
compliance
Real-time information on CRA
Regulatory policies
of the FDIC and OCC
Regulators' interpretations
CRA performance ratings
Consultants' interpretations
of compliance
Public CRA rating criteria
Performance evaluations
Mission/philosophies
Types of business loans needed

Personal observation

Interviewsand visits
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Workplaceand officer interactions

Figure 1. Flow chart for data analysis.

1) OBTAINBASICBANKINFORMATION
2) CONDUCTINTERVIEW
Probe: identification (focus), interpretation (form),
response (function) dimensions of strategic
issue processing
3) TRANSCRIBE
INTERVIEW
4) VERIFYINTERVIEW
NOTESWITHRESPONDENTS
5) INDEXAND CODEDATAIN RAWFORM
Yes

REVISE
INTERVIEW/DOCUMENT

6) 1st INTERVIEW/VISIT?

GUIDE;
CONDUCT

No
7) SORTCARDSAND CATEGORIZE
INFORMATION

SESSION

MEMORANDUM
FORCASEPROFILE
8) DEVELOP
9) DEVELOP
CHRONOLOGICAL
LISTINGOF EVENTS/
STRATEGIC
ISSUE PROCESSING
ACTIVITIES
(figure 2)
10) CODECHRONOLOGICAL
NOTESINTOPROCESSPATTERNS
11) COMBINEPROCESSPATTERNS
INTOTRACKS
12) THEORETICAL
SATURATION?
J

No

Yes

13) TRAINCO-ANALYSTS
RAWDATA(USE EXISTINGCODES)
14) ASK CO-ANALYSTSTO
CATEGORIZE
15) SYSTEMATICALLY
COMPARE
CO-ANALYSTS'
WITH
CATEGORIZATION
RESEARCHER'S
AGREEMENT
16) CHECKINTERRATER
No

17) ALLCASESANALYZED?

18) DEVELOPTHEORETICAL
INSIGHTSAND PROPOSITIONS

chronology,key events/people, initialresearch questions,
emergent insights) and existing and emergent patterncodes,
as shown in the Appendix.Detailed coding schemes are
availablefrom the first author.The first authorsimultaneously preparedmemoranda,based on her interpretations
of documentation,interviews, and observations, which
turned into themes used to develop the patterncodes
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(shown in the Appendix)that expressed ideas about codes
and data relationshipsduringcoding. Next, a chronological
listing of events and strategic issue processing activities was
developed, and this listingwas used to analyze each bank at
the institutional,organizational,and strategic issue levels of
analysis. Each of the above contexts played out temporallyin
a different process patternacross varyingtime periods, and
the first authorcontent-analyzedthem separately.
Two co-analysts separately coded the raw data and developed the processual patterns, each with differingtime periods. Agreement among the raters and the first authorwas
checked by dividingthe numberof coding agreements by
the total numberof coding agreements and disagreements
among the co-analysts and the first author(Miles and Huberman, 1984). Generalcoding agreement on the majorheadings listed in the Appendixwas 90 percent for the defender
bank and 95 percent for the prospectorbank across the first
authorand two co-analysts. Correspondingpercentages for
the more specific kinds of categories shown in the Appendix
were 64 percent and 67 percent, respectively. With these
percentages as a baseline, the three parties carefullyreevaluated and discussed in detail their earlierpatterncategorizations.This process led to rethinkingand improvingthe
theoretical ideas generated and tended to lead to consensual
categorizations.In those few instances in which agreement
could not be reached, the first author's categorizationprevailed. The content of each process patternoutlines the cognitive and behavioraltendencies underlyingeach bank's strategic issue processing, and the interplayof these process
patternsforms the change tracks, discussed later.Table 3
provides examples of the evidence collected to develop the
process patterns at each level of analysis.
Creation of process patterns. The institutionalcontext pattern includes time-orderedevents oriented aroundregulator
activities that shape the domain,form, and evaluationcriteria
previouslymentioned. This time-orderedinformationcame
mainlyfrom analysis of documents and archivalmaterialand
secondarilyfrom interviews. Consistent with Ropo (1989)
and Isabella(1990), we assigned patternlabels for both
banks for each change periodthat occurredat the institutional, organizational,and strategic issue level of analysis.
The organizationalprocess patterndescribes cognitive and
behavioralchange periods in each bank's ideology/structure,
enacted environment,and specific strategies across time
(Duttonand Ottensmeyer, 1987). This informationcame
from a triangulationof initialquestionnairedata, interviews,
documents, archivalmaterial,and the first author's personal
observation.The strategic issue process patternincludes
time-ordereddescriptionsof cognitive interpretationsand
behavioralactivities, oriented toward the CRAissue, in terms
of their identification,interpretation,and response. Information came primarilyfrom interviewdata and secondarilyfrom
archivaldata. The patternlabels matched cognitive interpretations of bankofficers with key changes in strategic issue
process activities for each of the time periods (cf. Isabella,
1990).

We also developed a measure of the intensity of strategic
issue process activities, as shown in figure 2. We defined
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Table3
Example of Evidence Collected for Development of the Three Process Patterns
Interviews

Questionnaire

Archival/documents

Observations

Institutionalprocess patterns
Discussions with
regulatoryauthorities,
bankofficers, and
communityleaders.

N/A
Bankingindustryguides
on CRAcompliance,
regulatoryagencies'
documents, handbooks,
and records (e.g.,
AmericanBanking
Associationliteratureon
CRAcomplianceaids,
written legislation,banking
experts' interpretationof
the written legislation).

Observationsmade of the
regulatoryagency
representatives'
appearance,the
characteristicsof agency
offices (e.g., largeor
small, busy or not,
numerousmanualsor not,
relaxedor business-like
atmosphere).

Organizationalprocess pattern
Discussions with bank
officers, regulatory
authorities,and
communityleaders on
general characteristicsof
each banksince its
founding.

Analysisof each bank's
documentationand
archivaldata about its
variouscharacteristics
(e.g., annualreports,
personnelrecords,
historicalrecords,
employee handbooks).

Perceptionsof the
enacted environment,
ideologies, and strategies
utilizedby each bankin
competingwithinthe local
communityand
southwestern regionof
the UnitedStates.

Observationsmade of the
size, appearance,and
locationof each bank;
personalinteractions
between bankingofficers;
informalstructureand
communicationwithin
each bank;interactions
between bankingofficers
and the community;
locationof the compliance
area in each bank
comparedwith other
departments.

Strategic issue pattern
Discussions with bank
officers and community
leaders on each bank's
documentation,marketing,
and communityoutreach
efforts relatedto CRA
complianceguidelines.

N/A
Countingof pertinent
activitiesrelatedto each
bank'sdocumentation,
marketing,and community
efforts as relatedto CRA
complianceguidelines
established by the
regulatoryagencies
(e.g., low-income
products/services,
educationalefforts,
geographicaldistribution
of loans made).

Observationsmade about
each bank'sefforts to
reach its community
(e.g., types of media
reliedupon;amountspent
for variousoutreach
programs,creativity
shown in designing CRA
complianceactivities).

intensity in terms of how key decision makers viewed and
responded to the issue as a function of that issue's importance to the decision makers across time. We based intensity of the strategic issue process activities on the 12 specific assessment factors used by the bank regulatorsfor the
CRAexamination.Examplesof each activitywithin the documentation, marketing,and communityefforts categories include: the nature/typeof internalCRAmonitoringprocedures
(documentation);the type of marketcredit/servicesor special programsdeveloped by the bank (marketing);and fair
geographicdistributionof credit extension (community).Intensity measures were based on (1) qualitativedescriptions
of the content of these strategic issue activities across time
and (2) a count of pertinentactivities relatedto the identification, interpretation,and response activities of the strategic
issue process. Each activityengaged in that correspondedto
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an actual assessment category was given a weight of one.
Activitieswere summed for each year, with the previous
year's activities subtractedfrom this number,and the resulting total was dividedby the previousyear's numberof activities. This process providedrelativepercentage changes over
time in strategic process activities/intensity.
Creation of tracks from process patterns. The process patterns, summarizedin tables 4 and 5, below, served as the,
core of the change trackfor each bank.The patterns of
change, evidenced across the institutional,organizational,
and strategic issue levels of analysis, were interpretedin
terms of the theoreticaltracks discussed by Hiningsand
Greenwood (1988). To derive these tracks, we analyzedthe
time-ordereddescriptionsthat make up the process pattern
for the institutional,organizational,and strategic issue contexts for each bank, supplementingthe strategic issue context data with the intensity data summarizedin figure 2. For
example, table 4, below, shows a period label for various
time periods (relaxed,resistance, denial, etc.) for each of the
contexts. The content summarizedwithin these periods was
evaluated, as a whole, both horizontallyacross time and verFigure 2. Intensity of strategic issue process activities.
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ticallyacross contexts or levels, in terms of the bank's initial
archetype or strategic orientation.This procedurewas then
supplemented with considerationof the bank's intensityof
strategic issue process activities. These procedureswere to
determine the extent to which there were within-archetype
changes across time. We then interpretedthe natureof
these changes for each bank in terms of Hiningsand Greenwood's (1988) tracks:aborted excursion, reorientation,unresolved excursion, or inertia.The second authormade the
initialevaluations,and the three authors discussed these unti) consensus was reached.
PROCESSPATTERNSAND CHANGETRACKS
In general, our findings suggest that in dealing with the CRA
strategic issue, the two banks exhibited different process
patterns and change tracks in response to institutionalpressures for change. We interpretthese differences to mean ,
that the organizations'strategic orientation,defender or prospector, acted as an interpretivescheme resultingin (1) different reasons, derivingfrom the organization'sidentityand image, for complyingwith or resisting institutionalpressures
for change and (2) different patterns of change in organizational structures and systems. The key findings, based on
the institutional,organizational,and strategic issue processual patterns, are summarizedin the tables below. While we
examined the same overalltime periodfor each bank, 19841990, we found the patterns of change and their temporal
periods within each level of analysis to be uniqueto each
bank.Table 4 presents a summaryof the defender bank's
process patterns.
The Defender Bank: 1984-1990
Institutional process pattern. Table 4 shows the three importantperiods in the data for the institutionalcontext for
the defender bank,which are markedby breakpoints, such
as a shift in regulatorbehaviorfrom the relaxedto the guidance period,or sharp turningpoints, e.g., intensity of strategic issue process activities. Firstwas the relaxed period,
1984-1986, in which the state-charteredbank's CRAactivities were mainlycontrolledby the FederalDeposit Insurance
Corporation(FDIC).Duringthis period,the bank had a "no
surprise"relationshipwith regulatoryauthorities.The FDIC
was simply concerned with the bank's continuingobligation,
consistent with safe and sound operation,to help meet the
credit needs of the bank's entire community, includinglow
and moderate-incomeneighborhoods.
Second, was the guidance period, 1986-1989, in which
there were changes in federal law accompanied by increased coercive pressure from regulatoryagencies; however, the emphasis was on technical compliance. During
1986, compliance also included maintainingHome Mortgage
DisclosureAct (HMDA)data on loans made. The FDICperiodicallyassessed CRAcompliance as partof an overallexamination,basing its assessment mainlyon what bank officials orallydescribed to examiners. A satisfactoryratingand
a one-page write-upwere considered criteriafor regulatory
approval,but the approvalwas scrutinizedif the FDICwas
aware of any written complaintsabout the bank's compli102/ASQ, March 1998
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Table4
Summary of Defender Bank's Process Patterns
Institutionalcontext
Relaxed (1984-1986)

Guidance (1986-1989)

Demonstration (1990)

Routineexaminationof
CRAefforts
Adequateattentionto
communityrequired
CRAis second to safety
and soundness

CRAemphasis
Compliancesuggestions
Increasedassessment and
evaluation

CRAenforcement
measures
Interestin documentation
efforts and proof
Publicratings

Tendencyto be content
with average
conformingbanks

Tendencyto zero-inon all
bank'scompliance
efforts

Tendencyto pressure
banks

Organizationalcontext
Resistance (1984-1985)

Exploration (1985-1987)

Push (1987-1990)

Conservatismin internal
operations
"Weatherthe storms in
the bankingindustry"
"Standardproductsand
qualityservice offered"

Growingconflictin
organizationbetween
securityand growth
decisions
See more environmental
uncertainty
Develop new service

New emphasis on
Change "how" it is done
complianceand banking
not "what"is done
schools
Stickto traditionalin a
IncreasedCRAthinking
certainenvironment
and monitoring
Take unusualactions only
to stay competitive
Implementationof
proceduresto verify
compliance

Tendencyto operate as
usual

Tendencyto focus on what can blockor enhance
competitionand status

Recidivism (1990)

Tendencyto settle into
old routinewhen
possible

Strategic context
Denial (1984-1986)

Consternation (1987-1988)

Acceptance (1988-1989)

Resentment (1990)

"Backwaterissue"
Minimaltechnical
compliance
Minimalinformation
processing
Abide by letter of the law

"Big city issue"
Minortechnical
adjustments
"Goodbanking"

"Beef-upcompliance"
CRAexam preparation
Prove responsiveness

Define CRAfor
community
Administrativeduties
change
CRAratingis a measure
of success

Tendencyto do the
minimumfor approval
from regulators

Tendencyto be curious
about what is happening
to other banks

Tendencyto present best
complianceefforts to
regulators

Tendencyto become
complacent

ance with the CRA,or if the examiner noted majorviolations
of the EqualCreditOpportunityAct, FairHousingAct, or
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act. Federalagencies provided
guidance by outliningcompliance policies that would fulfilla
financialinstitution'sresponsibilitiesunderthe CRA;nevertheless, no specific activities were prescribedto fulfillthese
responsibilities.Decisions on types of new activities to engage in, which activities were more importantto focus on,
how to determine the credit/financialneeds of the entire
community,and the like were left solely to the bankto determine on its own.
Finally,in 1989, the demonstrationperiod began, in which
both state- and federallycharted banks had to conform to
specific criteria,and their standing was publicized.The Financial InstitutionReform, Recoveryand EnforcementAct, FIRREA,placed a tremendous burdenon the FDICas insurer
and regulatorof savings and loans. This act reduced the
presence of FDICexaminers in many state-charteredbanks.
One FDICexaminer believed that his agency's mission "was
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to promote confidence in the bankingindustry."At the same
time, FIRREAand a Joint PolicyStatement, issued by the
FinancialInstitutionsExaminationCouncil-composed of
members of the FederalReserve and other financialinstitution regulators-amended the CRAinformationstatement of
1980. CRAcompliance now required:(1) disclosure to the
publicof an institution'sCRAratingbeginning in July 1990
and (2) a revised interagencyCRAratingsystem. CRAcompliance was now brokendown into 12 specific assessment
factors that had to be followed, and criteriawere provided
for outstanding,satisfactory,needs to improve,and substantial noncomplianceratings.Accordingto the FDICbank examiner, even though the CRA"didn'trequirea whole lot,"
the FDICexpected banks "to devote significanttime toward
CRA."The agency expected a considerableamount of written documentationand system development, for example, in
trackingloans. Accordingto one FDICexaminer, "most correspondence with banks was throughexaminations"during
this period.The defender banktook and passed a CRAexaminationin June 1990, just priorto ratingsbeing made public.

Organizational process pattern. The defender bank's resistance period, 1984-1985, involvedprimarilyweathering the
storms occurringin the bankingworld by holdingon to its
conservative practices as the thirdlargest bank in the community. In 1984, no bank response was specificallygeared
toward the CRA.The bank's MIS director,who served as
the first compliance officer, recounted that minimaltechnical
compliance with the CRAwas viewed as all that was necessary to comply; in fact, the bank's lawyer wrote up the CRA
statement so that "the bank complied with the letter of the
law." Hence, minimaltime and effort was spent on it. The
defender bank relied on bureaucraticdevices of structurefor
coping, and about half of all decisions were made at the
vice-presidentiallevel or above.
Duringthe explorationperiod, 1985-1987, the bankwas torn
between operatingas it always had and branchingout. It finallypurchasedtwo small defaulted banks but did that "just
to maintainits position, since other banks were growing
too" (CRAcompliance officer).These banks' operations
were immediatelyconverted to the defender bank's established policies and proceduresfor conformityand consistency. The bank also started to offer new services specifically targeted to health care professionals, since this market
was growing dramaticallyin the community. It also received
nationalrecognitionas a strong, "safe" bank.
Duringthe push period, 1987-1990, the bankassigned one
of its loan officers to the part-timeresponsibilityof compliance officer. He attended the AmericanBankers'Association
ComplianceSchool, as well as a universityregionalbanking
school. Around1989, the part-timecompliance officer implemented more CRAprocedures,just to "verify"what the
bank had always done and "to play by the rules." Board
meetings, which includedCRAupdates, began to occur
more frequentlyas time went on. The banktried to become
"communitywise," attending more functions, increasingits
advertisingin minoritymediums, and tryingto improverecognition and its accessibilityto lowv-to-moderate
income level
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groups. Furthermore,by mid-1989, a new executive vice
president, in charge of business development and marketing,
was designated as CRAofficer in charge of overallCRAprograms for the bank.The part-timecompliance officer, however, saw all compliance issues as requiringenough attention in the future for the bankto hire a full-timecompliance
officer. He discussed this with the president, who had no
hands-onexperience with the CRA,and variouscommittees
that had resource allocationpower in the bank.Thus, by
1990, a vice president from one of the sister banks in the
defender bank's holdingcompany was broughtin as a fulltime compliance officer. His duties were very "detail-oriented" and included"spending more time in the bankthinking about CRAand monitoringongoing procedures."
In 1990, a CRAcommittee was established that consisted of
representativesfrom Lending,Marketing,Compliance(the
full-timeofficer),and Operationsand the CRAofficer who
was a member of senior management. Forthe first time,
officers below senior-managementlevel assisted in CRAefforts. These committee members were charged with the
responsibilityof makingsure the boardof directorsknew
about CRAlegislation,as well as tryingto involve the bank
more in CRAefforts. Forexample, the marketingofficer who
was in charge of trainingcustomer contact people made her
trainingsessions on the CRA"entertaining"by showing an
AmericanBankers'Association videotape on the CRAto
them. Furthermore,she held "buzz"groups concerningwhat
else the bank could do for the community.Some of the first
activities that the CRACommittee engaged in revolved
aroundbecoming more involvedwith community leaders
than before. Forexample, a "Needs AscertainmentBreakfast" was given at the main branch,as well as at each
branch,at which a questionnairewas distributedto ascertain
the needs of the community. Other activities the CRACommittee stressed includedthe active solicitationof home improvement loans throughadvertisingand contact with contractors,the beginnings of a loan-trackingsystem, and the
written recordingof every activitythat related to community
investment and improvement.
The recidivismperiod, 1990, showed the defender bank's
hesitancy, over time, to let go of its identityand its historical
ways of operating.Forexample, once the examinationwas
passed, the full-timecompliance officer was told to be a
part-timecompliance officer and a part-timeloan officer. Accordingto the vice presidentialcompliance officer, the bank
was aware of the publicbecoming more educated on the
CRA,therefore, "in orderfor the bankto be competitive" as
well as "accepted by its public,"it complied with the CRA.
By late 1990, however, the CRAofficer noted that "CRA
laws did not change, but administrativeduties have." During
this period,the bank began to decrease its emphasis on specific CRA-targetedbehaviors, but it continued to document
its efforts so that it would not be prevented from branch
banking,which bank officials saw as necessary "just to keep
up with the competition."
Strategic issue process pattern. As table 4 shows, the periodof 1984-1986 for the defender bank involvedbank officers treatingthe CRAas a "backwaterissue" or "just another
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law." We labeled this the denial period. Not much attention
was paid to the CRA,accordingto officers' perceptions, and
it was not closely examined in the bank.The frequently
mentioned identityof the bankwas that it had a "small,
hometown bank's charm and friendliness."Consistent with
this identity,"person-to-person"bankingwas advertised as
the bank's "strongest asset." Consistency in philosophyand
policies was also seen as a plus. "Conservatismin money
management" described the beliefs of the officers in the
defender bank and was consistent with its image as a nationallyrecognized "safe" bank. Because the bank believed
that "there are no diverse interest groups with extreme differences" within the communityserved, it directed its products and services to "all"customers. The bank's overallgoal
was "to give better than average service." The defender
bank's senior management saw the CRAas a "part-timeresponsibility"that was "passed around"by senior management. The constructed realityof this periodwas composed
of both rumorsand scattered information,but there was no
bankwideawareness of the CRA,and the philosophythat
prevailedwas "no news is good news."
The bank measured its success in terms of "never receiving
a complaintregardingits CRAefforts." The CRAwas interpreted as being "ambiguous"because efforts to comply
were not quantifiable.Because the CRAwas "a big city"
issue, it was reallyperceived as a "non-issue."The bank believed that it was involvedin enough government-basedloan
plans and local bond programsto serve its communitywell.
This was "good banking."Anyway, "deposit customers
were the bank's main priorityover loan customers." The
bank saw the issue as controllablebecause it viewed minimal technical compliance as all that was necessary to comply.

Beginningwith the consternationperiod, 1987-1988, the
CRAbecame the most discussed regulation,although not
necessarily the highest strategic agenda priority.There was
still the feeling that it was a "big city" issue and the feeling
by some that "the bank had to do more record keeping for a
law that didn'tapplyto it." There was an attitude of "already
havingCRAspirit,due to the [hometown] identityof the
bank."Yet, the defender bankwas a bit shaken by the "horror"stories that its part-timecompliance officer had heard
duringhis CRAtrainingabout the CRAemphasis the government was puttingon other financialinstitutionsin largercities.

The acceptance period, 1988-1989, reflected the defender
bank's response to increased federal regulation,particularly
FIRREA,and the threat of CRAevaluationratingsbeing
made publicfor the first time. This added pressure to comply more carefullywith newly specified CRApolicies seemed
to alter the bank's norms and behaviors.Officers actually
began searching for ways to "beef up" CRAcompliance,
which became easier for the bankto do as it relied on
"quantifiable"guidelines. The bank mimickedideas expressed by the AmericanBankers'Association (ABA)and in
various bankingpublications.Frommid-1989 until 1990,
"CRApracticallycontrolledthe bankfor six months" because of anxieties associated with an upcoming compliance
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examination,need for more documentation,and public ratings. The CRAwas now ranked"on the low side of high"
for the bank, and the officers saw it as being less controllable than before. A CRAexaminationwas scheduled to be
given to the bank in 1990. The bank relied on information
from the ABA "to get it throughthe examination."As the
new CRAofficer said, he relied on the AmericanBankers'
Association ComplianceManualas "his bible."At this time,
the issue became identifiedas "a criticalfactor to be considered in everythingdone," as well as an opportunity,i.e.,
"Whatcan we do?" The examinationitself was felt to be
"the only majorinformationthe bank had to preparefor
CRA,"accordingto one bankingofficial.
Duringthe resentment period,which followed in late 1990,
the defender bank learnedthat it had passed its examination
with a satisfactoryrating.This ratingreinforcedofficers' perceptions that the bank had always been on target in terms
of meeting CRAstandards:"it just needed to put everything
in writing."After evaluatingthe CRA'simpact on the bank,
the only weakness the officers collectively believed the bank
had was "in its image of accessibilityas a 'bank'in general."
Also, officers began expressing their resentment toward
community members who told them "they could help them
comply with CRA."Accordingto the CEO,"We were not
going to let the CRAmanage the bank.""The only thing that
will change in the future is how we do it, not what we do,"
accordingto a senior officer at the bank. In fact, the bank
tried to communicate its own interpretationof CRAto communitygroups. "CRAwas not supposed to make banks
grant every request," accordingto one of the defender
bank's officers.
The Prospector Bank: 1984-1990
Institutional process pattern. As table 5 summarizes, initiallyduringits relaxed period, 1984-1985, the prospector
bank experienced a "no surprise"relationshipwith its regulatoryauthority,accordingto an officialin the Office of the
Comptrollerof the Currency(OCC).Oversightwas minimal,
accordingto OCCstandards,which had always includedannualvisits and on-site examinationsof CRAcompliance as
partof its overallconsumer compliance examinations.
"Bankswere only scrutinizedif operations were under protest or if there were majorviolationsof the EqualCreditOpportunityAct, FairHousingAct, or Home Mortgage Disclosure Act" noted by the examiner. Furthermore,banks were
not requiredto make high-riskloans that jeopardizedtheir
safety. One OCCexaminer saw even consumer compliance
regulationsas "protectingthe bank's interest and the public-the depositor's interest." Coercive isomorphismwas at
a minimum.
Duringthe censory period, 1985-1988, the OCCinitiatedongoing ratherthan annualvisits. This new concept in supervising banks more closely was initiatedin response to the high
percentage of nationalbankfailures,especially in the Southwest. The OCCwanted to "detect trends in performance"
so that "earlierintervention"would be possible and hireda
very large numberof examiners, so that banks could be supervised more frequently.Also, in 1985 the prospectorbank
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Table5
Summary of Prospector Bank's Process Patterns
Institutionalcontext
Relaxed (1984-1985)

Censory (1985-1988)

Guidance (1989)

Demonstration (1990)

Adequateattentionto
communityrequired
Expectstandardtechnical
compliance
Annualexaminationof
CRAefforts
CRAis second to safety

Enforcestandards
More supervision

CRAemphasis
Emphasison realestate
loans
Suggest guidelines
Increaseassessment and
evaluation

CRAenforcement
measures
Interestin documentation
efforts and proof
Publicratings

Tendencyto be content
with average
conformingbanks

Tendencyto prevent
holdingcompanygrowth

Tendencyto zero-inon all
bank'scompliance
efforts

Tendencyto pressure
banks

Organizationalcontext
Status Quo (1984-1985)

Responsive (1985-1988)

Momentum (1988-1989)

Internalization (1990)

"Firstto lead the way"
See non-financial
institutionsand holding
companies as
competition
Diversifyproductsand

as goal
Profitability
Sensitive to ambiguous
economic environment
Not "business as usual"
Renovationfor service
enhancement

Examinebank'sactivities
Develop increased
documentation
procedures
Increasecustomer
services

"Preparefor nineties"
Visionimportance
Striveand thrivethrough
chaos and change
Creativeproductsand
services for growth

Tendencyto adjust
direction,outlook,and
operations

Tendencyto refine
direction,outlook,and
operations

Tendencyto listen to
community'sactual
needs

services

UnintentionalCRA
activities
Tendencyto operate as
usual

Strategic context
Noncommittal (1984)

Discretionary (1985-1987)

"Problemvs. opportunity" More CRAinterest
CRAsecond to profitability Boarddiscussion
Minimaltechnical
Demonstrateawareness
compliance
Minimalinformation
processing
"Leaderin everything"

Tendencyto do the
minimumfor approval
from regulators

Acquiescence

Enthusiasm (1990)

(1987-1990)
Want top CRArating
Enhancedtechnical
compliance
Realizedresponsibility
Shift CRAresponsibilityto
higherlevel

Actionorientation
Move up on agenda
Develop policies and
procedures
More information
processing
Monitorcommunity's
needs
Planfor future

Tendencyto be alertto complianceopportunities

Tendencyto surpass
regulators'expectations

was requiredto maintainHome Mortgage DisclosureAct
data on loans made.
In mid-1987, the bankwas given an officialCRAcompliance
examination,due to its holdingcompany startingthe process
of acquiringanother bank in the Southwest. This examination proved to be the first full-blowncompliance examination
underthe OCC's new approach,which emphasized systematic considerationof 12 assessment factors and involvedstatistical sampling.A full crew was sent to the bank,and several weeks were spent assessing compliance. The bankwas
found "below average" in CRAcompliance and was prohibited from furtherbranchinguntilcompliance was shown.
Duringthe guidance periodof 1989, new federal regulations
meant closer monitoringand clearer guidelines issued by the
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regulators.Real estate lending and the increased percentage
of nationalbankfailures became the focus of OCCexaminers. At the same time, FIRREAand the Joint PolicyStatement issued by the FederalFinancialInstitutionsExamination
Councilamended the 1980 CRAinformationstatement to
require:(1) disclosure to the publicof an institution'sCRA
rating,beginningJuly 1, 1990; and (2) a revised interagency
CRAratingsystem. The regulatoryagencies providedguidance by describingthe form of activities that would fulfilla
financialinstitution'sresponsibilitiesunderthe CRA.For example, (1) compliance had to begin with determiningthe
credit and financialservice needs of the entire community;
(2) banks then had to focus on the productsavailableto help
meet those needs; and (3) banks had to convey information
on their credit and financialservice productsto their entire
communities, using appropriatecommunicationdevices. During this period,the prospectorbankwas able to obtain approvalto branchagain.
The demonstrationperiod, beginningin 1990, was characterized by increasingCRAenforcement pressures. Examiners
began to judge banks' CRAcompliance seriously by relying
extensively on written documentationand systems. OCC
examiners were undertakingintensive CRAexamination
trainingof their own, and their evaluationprocedureswere
"in-depth,"with reportsat least twelve pages in length. As
with the defender bank, criteriawere now providedfor outstanding, satisfactory, needs to improve,and substantial
noncomplianceon the 12 assessment factors. With increased sensitivityto banks' CRAcompliance efforts, according to one OCCexaminer, it would take banks doing something "very unbelievable"to obtain an outstandingpublic
rating.Now, the prospectorbank had "to prove that it was
complying,"accordingto the OCCexaminer. In the past, it
was up to the OCCto determine whether it was complying.
Organizational process pattern. At the beginningof the
status-quo period, 1984-1985, the prospector bankwas the
largest bank in the county. "Size has historicallybeen relied
upon, when comparingthis bank's performanceto other
banks," accordingto an external boardmember. Of course,
size can be a detriment, in terms of looking"cold and unfriendly"to the community.Thus, employees were willingto
go out and interactwith the environment,since senior management believed that "you just can't go out and wait for
customers." Consistent with the bank's identity,these managers responded to a changing environmentby continuingto
believe in "being the first to lead the way" and by engaging
in a numberof additionalactivities. A substantialnumberof
these activities in 1984 "unintentionallyfell under CRAcompliance."Such activities included"lookingfor loan business
in lower-incomestrata,"softening the bank's requirements
on government-insuredstudent loans, offering a wide variety
of loan programs,and offering bankingclasses to high
school students. Furthermore,these activities were well
documented, and a CRAfile was maintained.In 1984, the
primaryresponsibilityof the CRAbelonged to a lower-level
officer in the Loan Review Department.This part-timecompliance officer was in charge of maintainingthe CRAfile, as
well as following technical requirementsof the act.
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Duringthe responsive period, 1985-1988, the bank emphasized flexibilityin meeting increasingenvironmentalchallenges. From 1985 to 1986, the bank continued to increase
its CRA-relatedactivities and documented them well. Also, a
new person who was a compliance analyst in the CreditAdministrationDepartmentwas placed in charge of the CRA.
Duringthis period,the boardof directors"began to review
CRAconsciously." In early 1987, the bank placed "increased
emphasis" on the CRA.The bank's executive management
gave responsibilityfor CRAcompliance to a senior vice president in the AuditingDepartmentof the holdingcompany,
who consequently became the part-timecompliance officer
for the prospector bank's holdingcompany. During1987,
this part-timecompliance officer attended the American
Bankers'Association ComplianceSchool, after which he voluntarilyput together a compliance audit programfor the
bank based on the OCC'sstandardizedassessment factors.
Based on his analysis, he believed the bankwould be rated
"average,"but the bankfailed its examination.This increased the momentum to comply with the CRAso that the
holdingcompany could resume its acquisitions.Among other
changes, the part-timecompliance officer implemented a
loan-trackingsystem duringlate 1987 and began monitoring
marketingprogramsto see if they were reachinglow-tomoderate income areas. He tried to get everyone in the
bank interested and involvedin the CRA.
Duringthe momentum period, 1988-1989, the bank steadily
increased its contacts with low-to-moderateincome level
groups and to home-buildingprojects. Bankreal estate personnel began contacting governmentalofficials and realtors
who served low-to-moderateincome areas and logged in
even more loans. Student loans also became a priority,as
the bank became an "Open Door Lender"for Texas Guaranteed Student Loans. Duringthis period,the bank was released from its poor CRAratingafter the regulatorsapproved a reporton changes being made by the bank.As the
part-timecompliance officer prepareda new CRAaction
plan, he carefullyexamined what the bank did and found,
historicallyand consistent with its community leadership
identity,that "it had been doing what the CRAencouraged,"
e.g., offering low-to-moderateincome loans and access to
depository services. He also developed an extensive filing
system for documentationthat separated private,in-house
memos, readingmaterials,and programinformationconcerning the CRAfrom publicCRAfiles, which contained letters
about CRAcomplaintsand the CRAexam rating.Furthermore, duringthis period,the prospector bankwas given national recognitionas one of the safest banks in the state.
Thus, the bankwas able to maintainand even expand its
customer services. For instance, the bankworked on crossselling productsand services to increase customer loyalty.
Duringthe internalizationperiod, 1990, the president established a CRAcommittee to formalizethe bank's commitment. This committee includedthe president, executive vice
president, managers from Real Estate and Installmentand
CommercialLoans. In addition,the heads of Marketingand
Lendingwere members, as was the part-timecompliance
officer who served as chair.This committee began reporting
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on CRAcompliance to the board"at least four times a
year," versus the "once a year reports"done earlier.The
committee was takingan interest in startinga community
development corporationwith other banks in the area, and
this was being pursued with the City CommunityDevelopment Office. Furthermore,the compliance officer developed
a CRAMission Statement, CRAEqualCreditOpportunity
Policy,and CRACommunityInvolvementform. Television
and radioads in Spanish were being developed to reach lowincome groups. The bank hosted a CRAmeeting with guest
speakers, includingsome from the FederalReserve Bankof
Dallas,which members of both low-to-moderateincome
communitygroups and competitor banks attended. At the
close of 1990, the bank's holdingcompany hireda full-time
compliance officer to manage its banks' CRA-relatedactivities. Ideas for developing more innovativeand creative products were alreadyon the drawingboard,and a boardof directors' CRAcommittee was appointed.Also, new loantrackingsystems were being planned,and the emphasis
evolved to "needing to hear back from the community"
about "what the bankcan do to meet its needs."
Strategic issue process pattern. Members of management
believed the bankwas as strong as it was because the
bank's portfolioof loans was so diversified.Hence, the bank
emphasized "wantingto do many things and to do them
well for customers." The bankwas a conservativeyet aggressive lender. It extended loans to problematicenergy and
real estate sectors, and it remained "confident in opportunities ahead." During1984, in the noncommittalperiod, as
table 5 shows, the prospector bankwas more concerned
with safety and soundness than with the CRA."CRAranked
about 85 percent in strategic issue importance,"according
to a senior bankofficer. "It was viewed as a luxuryto even
have the time to look at CRA."Labels given to the CRAvaried across the bank.To some officers it was seen as a
"problem."To others, it represented "an opportunity."Still
others viewed it as an "infringement,"a "nuisance,"or
"more overhead." Despite different hunches and scattered
pieces of informationleaving room for disagreement across
the bank,the CRAwas still seen as controllable.As a bank
whose identitywas "to be a leader in everything,"the prospector bankfelt that its activities, such as lookingfor more
loan business in lower-incomestrata, "unintentionallyfell
under CRAcompliance,"though accordingto the internal
auditorof the bank, "it would be unheardof that a bank
would be proactivein findingout about community needs."
Graduallythe CRAassumed more importance.Duringthe
discretionaryperiod, 1985-1987, the bank's boardof directors began to give it serious attention, "lookingat it and talking about it." In 1985, a parent holdingcompany had been
formed, makingthe prospector bank its flagship bank. Senior
managers believed that this action increased the bank's
competitive ability"to consider an expanded varietyof financial services permittedsolely to holdingcompanies." At the
same time, management recognized that economic forecasts were confusing and contradictory.Hence, 1986
broughtwith it "a tough, demanding,disappointing,yet pivotal year and challengingyear." It was "not business as
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usual." "Sheer size was no longer a measure of success in
the industry."At the same time, senior management believed that the holdingcompany structureallowed the bank
to be even more "flexibleand sensitive to changing consumers' needs" and that its strengths at this time were "its
capital,people, and commitment to the area." "Eachday is
an opportunityall its own, invitinga commitment to succeed" summarizedthe prospector bank's philosophyin
1986. Senior management now described 1987 as "a year of
demandingchallenge." Accordingto these managers, "operating profitablyin an environmentwith less than ideal conditions remaineda primarychallenge."
Duringthe acquiescence period, 1987-1990, the bank
shifted CRAresponsibilityfrom a lower-levelperson to a seniorvice president. The senior vice president conducted his
own compliance audit, and althoughhe believed that the
bankwould rate "average," it turned in a "below-average"
score in the officialCRAcompliance examination.The bank
believed that the OCCwas "demanding"and "critical."Because the bank's ratingwas preventingits holdingcompany
from makingmore acquisitions,however, the examination
"forced the bankto do things it would have been slower doing." CRAcompliance became known as a "responsibility"
area in terms of "makingsure the bankwas a good citizen
to minoritycommunities" (senior vice president-internalauditor). The part-timecompliance officer, consequently, was
credited by the other bankofficers with "makingthe bank
become proactivewith CRAknowledge and tools." The bank
continued to struggle, successfully, with the volatile environment, in which bankingwas compared to an "art."That, in
combinationwith FIRREA,moved the CRAto majorissue
status in terms of "how" to comply and "wantinga top rating on its next CRAexamination."
Finally,duringthe enthusiasm period, startingin 1990, the
prospectorbank's top managers took action to give CRA
"one-hundredpercent responsibilityand commitment." Alstill competed heavilywith
though the issue of "profitability"
the CRAin bank officers' minds, they believed that the bank
"is tryingto make an effort to be responsive to sections of
the communityand asked them what it can do to help." The
prospectorbankwas committed to "turningCRAaroundand
makingit positive." Emphasiswas now on "needing to hear
back from the communityin terms of what the bank can do
to meet its needs." This increased emphasis was attributed
to "regulatorsratingCRAharderand harder,"as well as
heightened communitygroup interest in the CRAratings.
In 1990, the bankgrew to be the largest independent bank
in West Texas. The bank's senior officers attributedthis fact
to learningthat "successful banks must survive and thrive
throughchaos and change." Strategic planningbecame formalizedand publicized,centering aroundthe identityand image the bank promoted, "Yesterday'spioneer. Today's innovator. Tomorrow'spacesetter." By the end of 1990,
executive management and marketingofficials saw the CRA
as an "opportunity"to do more than was requiredand a "responsibility"as a leader of the community.These officers
believed that "as the leader in the community,the bank
wants to do more than is required."It wants to be ahead of
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communitygroups in terms of being more knowledgeable
about CRAand its obligations.""The bankwants to turn
CRAaroundand make it positive." Furthermore,it was believed that "CRA,after capital,is probablythe thing that can
most restrictgrowth." Hence, the bankwas interested in
tryingto make deals work for people "creatively,"rather
than lower its credit standardsfor CRA.As one senior-level
managersaid, "CRAhasn't changed much, just expectations
are much higher."
Comparison of Process Patterns between Banks
Three different process patterns for each bank suggest that
there are majordifferences between the banks, but we can
shed more lighton these differences by directlycomparing
the patterns in the two banks. Forthe institutionalprocess
patterns, regulators'attempts to enforce compliance on each
bank resulted in different levels and patterns of stress being
placed on each bank.The defender bank seemed to have
had less regulatorysupervisionthan the prospectorbank, as
revealed by the differenttypes of behaviorsand demands
exhibited by their respective regulatoryauthorities.Over
time, the prospector bank's regulatoryagency, OCC,
seemed more demandingthan the defender's regulatory
agency, the FDIC.Forexample, both banks were regulated
relativelysimilarlypriorto 1984 and after 1989, but in the
period between, detectable differences in criteriawere emphasized for each bank, e.g., duringthe prospector bank's
censory period.
Forthe organizationalprocess patterns, the defender bank's
activities duringthe 1988-1990 period seem consistent with
pewhat might be expected'duringa punctuated-equilibrium
riodof change, but unlikein models by Tushmanand Romanelli(1985) or Gresov, Haveman,and Oliva(1993), this
periodof upheavalwas not followed by a periodof convergence but of recidivism.Forexample, the defender bank,
after a stubborndelay with threateningrumorsand bits and
pieces of information,decided it was desirableto adopt
ideas that were being pushed by regulators.It seemed actively to experiment with these ideas while operatingunder
its own set of values. Yet after it passed its CRAexamination, the bank became disenchanted with regulators'recommended activities and seemed slowly to dropthe "disguise"
over time so that it could resume being its familiarself.
Thus, duringthe defender bank's recidivismperiod,there
was a sharp downturnin CRAintensity, with movement
back toward the bank's originallevel. In contrast, duringthe
1984-1987 period, especially in the lattertwo years, the
prospectorbank had a hardtime getting off the groundwith
its CRAactivities due to prioritiesthat were centered on.
safety and soundness issues, as well as varyingopinions
about what the CRAmeant. Because of its size, resources,
strategy, and identity,it "unintentionally"engaged in "CRArelated"activities. The above suggests that prospectors
have their own form of organizationalinertiabut that their
process patternallows for some incrementalchange. Thus,
priorresearch has led many researchers to conclude that
prospectors are more open than defenders to their environment and change.
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We believe prospectors are "open" to change that is consistent with the directionof their inertialmovement but not to
change in a differentdirection.Once an effort was made to
come to some kindof consensus after failingits first CRA
examination,the prospector bank's officers began to realize
that it actuallywas beneficialto engage in more CRAactivities. Hence, action momentum seemed to pick up over time,
and yet the bank's overallpatternresembles one of incremental change. Finally,figure 2, above, shows that the intensity of the defender bank's CRAactivities tended to increase
more sharplyacross later periods than did that of the prospector bank. Overall,these findings suggest that despite increasinglystrong regulatorypressures to comply, each
bank's strategic orientationplayed a majorrole in the way it
managed the strategic issue across a numberof years.
Tracks:The Interplay of Processual Patterns
Thus far we have treated the institutional,organizational,and
strategic issue process patterns separatelywithin each bank
and made between-bank comparisons of these. We now examine the interplayof each of these contexts, conceptualizing this interplayin terms of a modified,within-archetype
version of Greenwood and Hinings'(1988, 1993) strategic
tracks, which we derivedfrom the separate process patterns.
Defender bank track. The defender bank engaged in a process of activitythat Hiningsand Greenwood (1988) called an
"abortedexcursion."There was a weakening of the bank's
initialassumptions and cognitive interpretationsat first, accompanied by changes in behaviorconsistent with these interpretations,followed by reversionto the originalinterpretations and behavioralmode. Fromthe initialorganizationaland
strategic issue coherence, in which the structures and processes of the organization'sdesign consistently reflected
and reinforcedone interpretivescheme, there was a limited
and temporaryfrayingor loosening of that coherence within
the initialarchetype. This loosening of coherence led to an
"embryonic"(see Hiningsand Greenwood, 1988) variation
within the initialarchetype, such that the defender bank's
track pursued a temporarymovement within the initial,relatively consonant archetype toward a less consonant variation, but with an ultimate movement back to the consonance
of the initialarchetype. These modes can be better understood by examiningthree distinct time periods.
Initialarchetype: 1984-1985. Originalorientation.The bank
operated within its "business as usual, small-town banking"
identity.Decisions or changes made tended to fall under
these guidelines; otherwise, they were suppressed or rejected. Since the institutionalsetting offered no reason to
change existing operations, the CRAhad no majorimpact on
routineoperations. Essentially,management put a selective
emphasis on the environment,consideringthe letter of the
law. There was a high consensus about compliance activities, with the bankonly interested in minimalcompliance
and maintainingits small-town identity.
Movement within the initialarchetype towardan embryonic
variation:1985-1990. Temporaryweakening of originalorientation takes place. Duringthis period,the bank management
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perceived the external environmentas becoming more uncertain.There was a growing conflict in the dominantmanagement coalitionbetween maintainingthe status quo and
makingout-of-the-ordinary
changes to remaincompetitive.
Managersdecided to succumb to the uncertaintyof the environmentby experimentingwith activities that might enable
the bankto maintainits competitiveness. Hence, some of
these activities were discordantwith the prevailingideology,
structure,and strategy. Duringthis period,the bank seemed
to be strugglingbetween retaininga clear identityand
changing its identity.Albertand Whetten (1985) suggested
that organizationsmight be characterizedas havingeither a
"mono" identityor a "dual"identity.They suggested that
shifts from a mono to a dual identityusuallyoccur gradually,
though importantlife cycle events can make the organization's identitymore salient. The CRAappears to have triggered such a self-examination.
Movement back to initialarchetype: 1990. Gettingback to
normal.After the bank had engaged in experimentationwith
out-of-the-ordinary
activities, it appearedto be workingits
way back to its originalstyle of operations. It engaged in unusual activities infrequently.They were used only as a last
resort for maintainingstatus and position within the defender bank's marketarea. CRAconcerns had been delegated back to lower-levelmanagers.
Overall,in cusp-catastropheterms (Gresov, Haveman,and
Oliva, 1993), the defender bankseemed to go througha periodof catastrophe, with sudden discontinuousactivityshifts
in the response system, moving from one plane to another
duringthe 1988-1990 period.AlthoughGresov, Haveman,
and Oliva(1993) suggested that once a sharp change is
made, a drop in pressure for change will not result in a drop
in intensity,the defender bankdemonstrates the opposite,
beginningabout 1990, as shown in figure 2, above.
Prospector bank track. The prospector bank engaged in a
mode of activitymost resemblingwhat Hiningsand Greenwood (1988) called a "reorientation,"but recognizingthat
this reorientationwas within its currentstrategic orientation.
The reorientationinvolveda within-archetypechange in assumptions and cognitive interpretations,followed by a permanent change in behaviors.The prospector bank moved
away from its initialarchetype, reflectingassumptions, interpretations,and behaviors,toward a less concordantembryonic variation,with furthermovement from that embryonic
variationto a still differentembryonicvariation.This movement led ultimatelyto the fully developed variation,with
a substantiallychanged set of interpretationsand behaviors
within the originalarchetype or strategic orientation.
These modes can be seen by examiningfour distinct time
periods.
Initialarchetype: 1984-1985. Originalorientation.Bankofficials saw competitionas fierce. The bank maintainedits
leadershipidentityin terms of profitability,not the CRA.
Even so, its environmentalsensitivity and existing organizational structureencouraged a diversityof opinions. This diversity led to conflictingpriorities,specificallyprofitabilityissues, but essentially no change.
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Movement withininitialarchetype toward embryonicvariation A: 1985-1987. Temporaryweakening of originalorientation takes place. Sensitivityto the confusing and contradictory economic environmentcreated the need for this bankto
take a second look at its currentdirection,outlook, and operations. Short-termemphasis was put on modifyingstructure for enhanced service delivery.The bankalso was made
aware of new compliance opportunitiesand responsibilities,
but managers were still conflicted about how to avoid sacrificing profitabilityfor the sake of CRAcompliance.
Movement toward embryonicvariationB: 1987-1989. Diversion from earlierembryonicvariationA. Structuresand processes became more discordantas the prospectorbank continued to learn how to manage its changing external
environment.It pursued new growth opportunitiesand
achieved consensus on CRAcompliance. The bank experimented with new systems and processes as the impact of
CRAgrew. An organizationalstructurethat permitteddiversity in viewpoints created the need for even more information processing, which helped the bankto surpass even the
regulator'sexpectations for the bank's CRA-relatedactivities.
Also, relianceon a growth-orientedstrategy supported
longer-termorganizationaltransformation.
Movement to solidifyingthe changes involvedin variationB:
1989-. A reorientationin progress. With pressures for
change perceived to be on the rise, the prospector bankengaged in an action orientationto reinforcethe changes
within its initialarchetype. The bank began to plan for the
1990s by establishing new policies and proceduresthat
were designed to help it manage its internaland external
environment.The bank now placed considerableemphasis
on being aggressively responsive to the immediate community's needs. It was strengtheningits ties to the community
in terms of full-timededicationto CRAcompliance action.
Even though the bank's strategic orientationhad not
changed, its understandingof the environment,and behaviors and interpretationsconsistent with that new understanding, did change. These new understandingsand behaviors
seemed to be incorporatedinto the organization'sidentity.In
a sense, its identitydid not change, but it did expand. This
suggests that some strategic orientationsor archetypes are
inherentlymore flexible, or have a greater niche width (Hannan and Freeman, 1977), thus allowingfor a greater range of
norms and behaviorswhile still being consistent with the
archetype. Hence, we think it is useful to distinguishbetween what we call a replacement orientationand a developmental orientation.In a replacement orientation,one interpretativescheme replaces another. This is similarto the type
of reorientationGreenwood and Hiningsdiscussed. In a developmental orientation,as encountered here, the original
interpretativescheme is expanded to include new elements,
but the fundamentalcharacterof the archetype is not
changed.
Mathematically,cusp models also allow for incremental
change to result in a movement from one plane to the next
(see Gresov, Haveman,and Oliva, 1993). What is interesting,
from a catastrophe perspective, is that the changes in the
prospector bankwere not as discontinuousas the defender
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bank's, althoughthe prospectorbank's regulatorappearedto
exhibit much more coercive pressure than did that of the
defender bank.
EXTENSIONAND THEORETICAL
INSIGHTS
This study has contrasted the within-strategic-orientation
adaptationpatterns of a defender and a prospector bankfor a
key regulatoryissue across a seven-year period. In so doing,
we have examined change at the institutional,organizational,
and strategic issue levels, both separately and as the interplay of process patterns as tracks in this period. In some
ways, the results seem predictable,if one only considers the
difference between the state of affairsfor both the defender
and prospectorbanks in 1984 and 1990. The literaturesuggests that defenders, compared with prospectors, are generally both less open to change and have a lower capacityfor
change. Because this assumption would result in defenders
being more resistant to change, it might be assumed that
greater pressure would be necessary to overcome this resistance. Prospectors, in contrast, are assumed to be more entrepreneurial,actively searching their environmentsfor new
marketopportunities,and thus more open to change. The
result we would predictceteris paribuswould be that prospectors would change more and that the institutionalenvironmentwould need to place less stress on them to induce
them to change.
The data in figure 2 (above) suggest that this is the most
likelyultimateoutcome if the defender's downturncontinues. The dotted and dashed lines in figure 2 represent discussions with executives at both banks after 1990, when the
data collectionperiod ended. They confirmedthat the trends
reportedin this articlecontinue. Inthe case of the defender
bank,the CRAis still handledon a part-timebasis by a
lower-levelmanager,and in the prospectorbank,the CRAis
handledon a full-timebasis by a senior-levelexecutive. Also,
the prospectorbank has recently placed ads in the majorregional newspaper aimed at customers in what would be considered locallyas "red-lined"neighborhoods.But the data
also suggest that the simple reasoning given above could
seriously mislead both practitionersand researchers about
the dynamics that create and support change. They would
overlookthe processual patterns and change tracks taking
place duringthe entire 1984-1990 periodand misinterpret
the overallfindings.
Furthermore,some of the results are counterintuitive.For
example, contraryto expectations, prospectors, like defenders, resisted pressures for change, but for apparentlydifferent reasons. The defender bankappearedto resist change
because it did not fit its hometown bank identity(cf. Dutton
and Dukerich,1991), while the prospector bank seemed to
resist change because top management believed that the
bank was alreadyfulfillinginstitutionalexpectations consistent with its "firstto lead the way" identityand thus did not
thinkchange was needed. Furthermore,evidence of performance failure,failingthe CRAexamination,was necessary
to counter this belief in fulfillinginstitutionalexpectations
and bringabout a more proactiveattitude about change, as
well as an increased level and intensityof activityin the
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prospectorbank.This activitychange was both lower in intensity and more incremental,however, than the change exhibitedby the defender bank, despite stronger institutional
pressure to change.
Such evidence of performancefailurewas not necessary for
the defender bankto overcome resistance to change and
engage in the intense and rapidchange traditionallycharacterized as punctuatedequilibrium(Tushmanand Romanelli,
1985). Here, ratherthan the coercive isomorphismnecessary
to overcome resistance in the prospector bank, mimetic and
normativeisomorphismappearedto operate with the bank
following ABAsuggestions for compliance. Also counterintuitive is the role that positive performancefeedback, passing
the CRAexamination,played. Ratherthan reinforcingthe
changes made to cope with the CRArequirements,and thus
leadingto a periodof convergence (Gresov, Haveman,and
Oliva, 1993), passing the CRAexaminationappearedto signal and justify a returnto previous behavior.Such an assumption of convergence appears to be inherentin discussions of second-orderchange in which this change is
typicallytreated as if it were virtuallyirreversible(Gresov,
Haveman,and Oliva, 1993). Forthe defender bank,this does
not appearto be the case.
Greenwood and Hinings(1988) suggested that some aborted
excursions might be politicallymotivated.They argued, in
keeping with institutionaltheory (Meyer and Rowan, 1977),
that for politicalreasons, organizationsmay adapt certain
structuraltrappingseven though they are operatingwith an
alternativeset of ideas. Subsequently, when this symbolic
disguise becomes unnecessary, these structuraltrappings
are cast off, as appears to be the case for the defender
bank. Passing the CRAexaminationmade the changes unnecessary. Even so, such a disguise does explainwhy success was not self-reinforcingand, thus, why the bank reverted. Success is typicallyseen as a reinforcingmechanism
for existing practices (Starbuck,Greve, and Hedberg, 1978;
Miller,1990). Thus, because the changes were successful,
they should have been retained.They were not.
We offer a tentative explanationin terms of what we call
"identityresistance," resistance that results from nonconvergence between both currentidentityand image and envisioned identityand image. Previous research has suggested
(e.g., Duttonand Dukerich,1991) that identityresistance is
resistance because pressure for change is in oppositionto
currentidentityor image, and the results reportedby Elsbach and Kramer(1996) supportthe view that threats to
identityresult in members' attempts to retaintheir identity
and image. But envisioned identityand image are also important. Convergence between identityand image and pressure
for change exist both for currentand envisioned identityand
image. Gioiaand Thomas (1996) argued that both current
and envisioned identityand image constitute the major
lenses throughwhich issues are interpreted.Accordingto
them, it is in the articulationfor change that past, present,
and envisioned future come together. Research by Barr,
Stimert, and Huff (1992) and Gioiaand Thomas (1996) suggested that successful strategic change is preceded by a
change in identity.
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That organizationalmembers prefer a state of cognitive consonance between identityand image, ratherthan states of
cognitive dissonance, cannot be disputed. But what if current identityand image are incongruentwith envisioned
identityand image? Then, resistance would not necessarily
be encountered. The literatureon charismaticor transformational leadership(see Bryman,1992; House and Shamir,
1993) often stresses the need for a leader to create a vision
of the future. Inthis regard,this literaturereinforcesthe envisioned temporalaspect of identityand image and its potential effect on change. If we look at the general tenor of the
defender bank's responses to the CRA,we see feelings that
the CRAwas a "backwaterissue" or a "big city issue" or
"[inour community]there are no diverse groups with extreme differences." In other words, CRAreallydid not seem
to be an importantpartof the bank's hometown identityand
image. Here, althoughthe organizationexperienced stress
due not only to coercive pressures from the regulatorsbut
to the "horrorstories" members heardfrom other banks,
these pressures were insufficientto cause the defender
bankto change its identity,present or envisioned. Thus,
even though the bank engaged in mimetic isomorphism,
following ABA recommendationsto adapt to CRA
regulatorypressures, it never converged aroundthese
changes.
Passing the CRAexaminationseemed to have had two effects. First,it removed pressure to make any further
changes. Since the defender bank had alreadyundertaken
successful changes, however, the reductionin coercive
pressure does not explainthe failureof the bankto institutionalize,or converge around,the changes it had already
made. Thus, our second point is that the coercive pressures
were not sufficient to cause the bankto change its identity.
The results suggest, consistent with institutionaltheory
(Meyer and Rowan, 1977), that organizationsattempt to
adapt to environmentalchanges by changing systems and
structures, but not core features. For us, the failureof the
defender bankto change its identityaccounts for the
aborted excursion trackand why the changes were not sustainable.
If we conceptualizethe changes throughoutthis period in
terms of cusp catastrophetheory (Lordand Maher, 1993),
the bank probablywas near the cusp duringthe earlierperiodwhen it was intensivelyembracingthe change. Nevertheless, because the bank's identityand image did not reinforce the institutionalforces and it was successful anyway
(passed its test), it appears to have fallen back over the cusp
into recidivism.To the bank's top management, success justified its present as well as its envisioned identityand image.
This recidivismsuggests to us that between periods of upheaval and convergence, there is a period of indeterminacy
in which the organizationcan go either way-move toward a
new archetype or returnto the previous archetype. Congruence between the organization'scurrentidentityand image
and its envisioned identityand image will influence whether
the change is permanentor not.
The previous discussion leads to the following propositions
and corollaries:
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Proposition 1: Organizationswhose identityand image are inconsistent with institutionalpressures for change will resist change
attempts.
Proposition 2: Evidenceof organizationalsuccess will be used to
reinforceand justifyan organization'sidentity.
Proposition 3: Change, even if successful, will not be sustainable
and will lead to an abortedexcursionadaptationtrackif it is inconsistent with an organization'scurrentidentityor envisioned identity
and envisioned image.
Corollary3a: To sustain an organizationalchange, it is necessary to
change an organization'senvisioned identityand envisioned image.
Corollary3b: An organization'sidentityand image are stronger
forces in sustainingchange than is success.
Corollary3c: Second-orderchange, characterizedas punctuated
equilibrium,is not necessarily permanent.

The prospector bank's strategic issue process pattern,depicted in figure 2, above, shows change that is more incremental than the defender bank's as the prospectorbank
moves throughthe noncommittal,discretionary,and acquiescence periods, ultimatelyleadingto enthusiasm for the
change. The change, while incremental,appears long lasting
and permanentcompared with the more intensive, punctuated change of the defender bank.After the prospector
bank's initialresistance, it appears as if institutionaland organizationalforces essentially were in alignment,and bank officials never looked back.
The prospectorbank's initialresistance to institutionalcoercive and mimetic forces, which we term "virtuousresistance," is encountered when an organization'stop management feels it is alreadydoing what is being called for by
institutionalforces: its currentidentityand image are congruent with its currentand envisioned identityand image. For
the prospectorbank,this virtuous resistance was because
the bankalreadybelieved it was meeting societal demands
for CRAcompliance because of its community leadership"[ouractivities]unintentionallyfell under CRAcompliance."
To us, organizationsengaging in virtuousresistance are like
the Pharisees in the temple, cryingout that they obey the
law: they initiallyinterpretcalls for change as not applyingto
them. Only unambiguousevidence of identityand image incongruence, such as performancefailure,is likelyto motivate such an organizationto change. The prospectorbank's
virtuousresistance appearedto continue untilthe bank did
poorlyon its CRAexaminationin 1987. When this occurred,
management interpretedthe examinationperformanceas an
indicationof identityand image incongruence.The bank responded by internalizingthe changes needed to pass the
test and incorporatingthese into its ideology, strategy, and
other organizationaland issue aspects of its "community
leadership"so as to be isomorphicwith institutionalforces.
These changes, though permanent,are incrementaland evolutionary,as opposed to punctuated,because changes are
interpretedas fallingwithin an existing identityand previously existing systems designed to handle change.
The bank's abilityto incorporatethese changes within its
existing identityraises an interestingquestion concerning
the criticalityof the "enduring"component includedin Albert
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and Whetten's (1985) descriptionof identity.Findingssuch
as Gioiaand Thomas's (1996) suggest that identities may be
less than enduring.Even so, our results suggest that organizations can change without necessarily changingtheir identities. This, in turn, suggests a furtheraspect of identityand
image, which we label "plasticity."Some identities and images, like some balloons, can be expanded more than others
without breaking;in Kimberlyand Bouchikhi's(1995) terms,
some are expansive and some are restrictive.The plasticity
of an organization'sidentityand image may be what allows
it to adjust its niche width (Freemanand Hannan,1983).
That organizationsdiffer in their abilityto adjust their niche
width as a function of the plasticityof their organizational
identityand image follows by analogy from personality
theory, which suggests that people differ in their capacityto
adapt their behaviorto their surroundings.Individualswith
this adaptive capacityare labeled "high self-monitors";those
without this capacityare "low self-monitors"(Snyderand
Gangestad, 1986). The behaviorof low self-monitorsis consistent across situations, since they are not vigilantin monitoringand respondingto changes in their environment.High
self-monitors,in contrast, pay attention to what is appropriate in particularsituations and behave accordingly,as do organizationswith high plasticity.Also, to the extent that organizationsare imprintedat their birthby the personalityof
their founders (Schein, 1983), an organization'splasticitymay
be a function of the founder's adaptive capacity.
The plasticityof an organization'sidentityand image may
have two survivalfunctions. First,to the extent that organizations can change their niche width, they could more easily
refocus their businesses and operate as specialists when the
environmentis stable but expand their business lines, following a generalist strategy, when the environmentbecomes more turbulent.Such an abilityto move from generalist to specialist, and vice versa, depending on environmental
conditions, may indicatethat there is a middle ground between populationecologists (Hannanand Freeman, 1977,
1989) and strategic choice (Child,1972) or adaptationtheorists (Meyer, Brooks,and Goes, 1990; Meyer, Goes, and
Brooks, 1994). Organizationsmay not be able to determine
the survivalof their niche, but they differ in their abilityto
expand or change niches. Examiningthe plasticityof an organizationand its abilityto integrateacquiredcompanies and
divest unrelatedbusinesses successfully would be one way
of testing this speculation.
A second survivalfunction of the plasticityof an organization's identitycomes from institutionaltheory (Meyerand
Rowan, 1977) and Quinn's (1988) behavioralcomplexity
theory of leadership.Accordingto institutionaltheory, organizations increase their abilityto grow and survive by satisfying stakeholders. But stakeholders often have multipleand
conflictingcriteriafor assessing organizationsthat put the
legitimacyand survivalof the organizationat risk. Denison,
Hooijberg,and Quinn(1995: 526) argued that while managers face competing or paradoxicalrequirements,"the test of
a first-rateleader [or, we would argue, an organization]may
be the abilityto exhibit contradictoryor opposing behaviors
[as appropriateor necessary] while still maintainingsome
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measure of integrity,credibility,and direction."Organizations
with high degrees of plasticitymay be better able to do this
and thus satisfy the multiplecompeting demands of their
stakeholders.
Thus, within limits, organizationalidentities appearflexible
enough to allow for adaptationwithout changingthe organization's identityand image fundamentally.The plasticityof
the prospectorbank's identityseems to have allowed it to
incorporatenew elements into its interpretativescheme.
This incorporation,in turn, accounts for why the prospector
bankadapted incrementally,but permanently,to changes in
its environment.Defenders' strategic orientations,however,
appearto have less plasticitythan do prospectors' orientations. Hence, the prospectorbank was able to undertakean
incrementalreorientationwithin its existing but expanded
identity.FollowingTolbertand Zucker(1996), we suggest
that the prospector bank's plasticityallowed it to reach what
these authors termed the sedimentation stage of institutionalization,in which its changes took on a taken-for-granted,
experienced realitythat survivedwhatever individualswere
involved. In contrast, the defender bank's restrictiveidentity
and image did not allow it to move to this stage and incorporate these changes into its interpretivescheme.
The previous discussion suggests the following propositions
and corollaries:
Proposition 4: Organizationsthat believe they are alreadymeeting
society's demands will resist calls for change.
Proposition 5: When there is virtuousresistance to change, an organizationwill be unresponsiveto calls for change, unless there is
clear and unambiguousevidence of identityand image incongruence.
identities and images have the propProposition 6: Organizational
erty of plasticity.
Corollary6a: Once there is clear and unambiguousevidence of
identityand image incongruence,organizationsthat previouslyhave
evidenced virtuousresistance will embrace the call for change and
proceed on a steady and permanentcourse of change.
Corollary6b: The more plasticitythe organization'sidentityand
image have, the more its mode of organizationalchange will be incremental ratherthan punctuated.
Corollary6c: The more plasticitythe organization'sidentityand image have, the greater its capacityto adjustor change its niche
width, satisfy stakeholders,and survive.

The propositionsabove can be used to study whether other
organizationssimilarlyexhibit differentmodes of change in
response to an increasinglypressing institutionalissue
across time and, if so, why and how such differences occur.
In future studies, as in this one, studying change at multiple
levels is important.Withoutsuch multilevelconsideration,an
understandingof the interplaybetween institutionaland organizationalforces will be missed. Simplyexamininginstitutional forces in our study would not have made intelligible
why the defender bankwent througha periodof punctuated
equilibriumand succeeded, only to revertto old ways. Nor
would such a level of analysis explainwhy the prospector
bank, seemingly open to change, requiredcoercive pressure
to change and then did so only incrementally.Examining
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only the organizationallevel of analysis would not explainthe
recidivismin the defender bank's behaviorin the face of success, nor why the defender bank evidenced punctuated
change but the prospectorbank evidenced incremental
change. At the same time, examiningonly the strategic issue process level of analysis would not reveal the important
role that performancefeedback, both negative and positive,
and institutionalpressures play in initiatingand sustaining
change. The processual trackemphasis here, with the interplay of externaland internalforces and different levels of
analysis across time, allows for a richerunderstandingthan a
focus on only one level because of the interplayof forces
described above.
Finally,this study shows the value of studying first-order
change as a response to intense and increasinginstitutional
pressure. The first-orderchanges in the banks we studied
led to sharp insights into how and why these organizations
adapted to an increasinglydramaticchange in their environments and chronicledtheir different levels of success. Perhaps it's time for scholars to pay more attention to such
changes, which move outwardfrom the heart of the organization, its identityand image, and to focus less on the infrequent second-order,more radicalchanges that have gotten
so much press in turbulentindustries.
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APPENDIX: Existing and Emergent Pattern Codes
Institutional-Organizational

Context Code

1.0
1.1
1.1
1 .2
1.3

Regulation (CRA) policies, procedures, regulations
Office of SIP
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Texas State Department of Banking

2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Banking industry (BI)
American Bankers' Association
Texas Bankers' Association
Banking journals
Consultant services

3.0
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Enacted environment (EE)
Competitor(s) (substitutes)
Community (served customers)
Depositors (suppliers)
Borrowers (buyers)

Organizational-Issue

Context Code

4.0
4.1
4.1.1
4.1 .2
4.1 .3
4.1.4
4.1.5
4.1.6

Bank profile (BP)
Ideology (BP-I)
Hierarchy
Dominant management coalition
Mission/philosophy (image, identity)
Risk preference
Nature of management
Perceived environmental uncertainty

4.2
4.2.1
4.2.2

Structure (decision making) (BP-ST)
Organic (decentralized, participative, liaison devices)
Mechanistic (centralized, standardized, formalized)

Process (distinctive competences) (BP-P)
4.3
4.3.1 Market research, research and development
4.3.2 Applied engineering, production, finance
4.4
4.4.1
4.4.2
4.4.3
4.4.4
4.4.5

Strategy (BP-SY)
Societal strategy
Corporate strategy
Business strategy
Functional strategy
Strategy change

5.0
5.1
5.1 .1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1 .4

Strategic issue process (SIP)
Strategic issue process identification (SIP-ID)
Issue source (internal, external)
Issue attention (agenda rank)
Issue sponsor(s) (involved individuals/groups' characteristics)
Issue conditions

5.2
Strategic issue process interpretation (SIP-IN)
5.2.1 Administrative routine
5.2.2 Strategic issue management
5.3
Strategic issue process response (SIP-RP)
5.3.1 System design
5.3.2 Evaluation of SIP
6.0

Open to empirically driven codes
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